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The earthquake in Japan has shocked and saddened the world, and every day the

news becomes worse. As I write this letter, the danger of more explosions in nuclear

plants and more release of deadly radiation increases. We grieve for the Japanese

people and for the environment there, and are grateful that we are living in safer

conditions here. But are we?

My insurance agent told me that we live in an earthquake-prone area. Most

homeowner policies do not include compensation for damage from earthquakes. So

I bought a rider for my policy.

But there is no insurance policy that could cover the damage if an earthquake

compromised CWM’s waste dump containment and allowed toxic materials into the

water. They could flow into Lake Ontario, and no amount of money could undo that

damage. Experts and company representatives will insist that such a calamity is

impossible and that there are adequate safeguards and fail-safe procedures in place.

The same experts used the same arguments in Japan with devastating

consequences.

Water is an increasingly valuable resource. Much of the world is short of water.

Some want to pipe water from the Great Lakes to the West, but we defend our water

against being taken from us. We are so fortunate to have 20 percent of the liquid

fresh surface water of the planet here. How insane can it be to bring toxic materials

for burial in the watershed area of Lake Ontario?

We have a special responsibility to be guardians of the Great Lakes. We cannot do
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anything about the wastes already buried here, but surely we will be prudent

enough not to bring more. If ever there was a time for the public to say, “No

expansion of CWM,” this is the time.

Charles Lamb

Youngstown
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